Abstract -The problem of vector quantizer empirical design f r o m training vectors is studied for noisy channels and for noisy sources. It is shown that global empirical error minimization for designing quantizers for transmission over a discrete noisy channel have the same performance (convergence r a t e ) as i n ordin a r y quantizer design. For noisy source quantization an a p p r o p r i a t e analogue of empirical error minimizat i o n is developed. Consistency and convergence rates are proved under appropriate regularity conditions in this case.
I. NOISY CHANNEL QUANTIZERS
Let X be a k-dimensional random vector and consider a discrete noisy channel with N input and output symbols. An N-level noisy-channel vector quantizer is defined via its encoder Q c which maps EXk into (1,. . . , N}, and its decoder QD which maps (1,. . . , N } onto the set of codewords {yl, . . . , y~} C R'. The rate of the quantizer is (l/k) log N bits per source symbol. The index I = Q c ( X ) is transmitted through a noisy channel, and the decoder receives the index J E (1,. . . , N}, whose conditional distribution given I is {~( j l i ) } , the channel transition probabilities. The output of the quantizer is X = Q D ( J ) = YJ and we will use the notation X = Q(X). The mean-squared distortion EllX -XI]' Ri = {z : Qc(z) = i}.'We call an N-level quantizer optimal if it minimizes the distortion over all N-level quantizers. Let us denote the distortion of such an optimal quantizer Q' by
The task is to design an N-level noisy channel vector quantizer when the channel is known but the statistics of X are not. Rather, n training vectors X I , . . . , X,, independently drawn from the distribution of X, are given. The empirical distortion of the noisy channel quantizer is defined by
where
The empirical error minimization procedure produces a quantizer Q; which minimizes the empirical distortion over the training data
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The following result gives an upper bound on how much the expected distortion of the quantizer designed from n training vectors exceeds the distortion of the optimal quantizer.
Theorem 1 Assume that the source X E Rk 4s bounded as P(/IX11' 5 B) = 1 for some B > 0. Then
NOISY SOURCE QUANTIZERS
Let Y = X + U be a version of X degraded by the independent additive noise v. An N-level noisy source quantizer Q is an ordinary N-level vector quantizer with general encoding regions { R , } . Y is quantized by Q, and the distortion, which is measured with respect to the clean source X, is given by over the distortion D* of the optimal quantizer Q*.
Theorem 2 Assume that P(llX/12 5 B) = 1 and suppose that a,, the LZ error of the estimator M,, converges to zero
Based on deconvolution techniques, we can construct a consistent estimator Mn if the noise has a density whose characteristic function is nonzero a.e. Thus in this case the above procedure gives a consistent quantizer design method. It can also be proved if the clean training vectors are given instead of the noisy ones, the convergence rate of Theorem 1 is achievable, which is almost optimal in the minimax sense [l] 
